We present a skeleton of a SIGecom submission. Notice the running page headers specified with the `\markboth` command, the categories and terms and keywords, and the author addresses in `\bottomstuff`.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.6.1 [Logic Design]: Design Styles—Logic Arrays
General Terms: Electricity, Commerce, Economics, Agents, Meta, Stuff
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Templates, Skeletons, Things

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper will be about formatting your paper. Other papers have been written in the past. [Reid 1980]

2. GUTS

(filler)

(filler)

(filler)

(filler)

(filler)

Authors’ addresses: alice@foo.com, bob@bar.com

Notice how the running headers alternate author names and condensed title.
3. CONCLUSION
This paper was about formatting your paper.
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